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Oil companies re-evaluate Saudi gas scheme
By Matthew Jones
Published: September 9 2002 13:16 | Last Updated: September 9 2002 
13:16

Oil company executives are considering whether to 
continue with $25bn of planned investments in the 
Saudi Arabian natural gas sector after receiving a 
final offer of commercial terms from Riyadh last 
week. 

Seven oil companies including ExxonMobil, BP 
and Royal Dutch/Shell have been trying to salvage 

the Saudi Gas Initiative for months. 

The scheme, made up of three large projects, is potentially the most 
significant investment by western oil companies since the kingdom 
nationalised its upstream oil and gas reserves in 1976. 

But talks have been stalled for more than a year by oil companies' 
demands for access to natural gas in Saudi Aramco's reserved area 
(Sara), which contains the best reserves. 

Royal Dutch/Shell, which is participating in negotiations for two of the 
projects, confirmed that oil companies had received a letter from Prince 
Saud al-Faisal, Saudi foreign minister, on Thursday. 

People close to the negotiations said the letter had flatly ruled out access 
to Sara but had offered some concessions on the commercial terms of 
the chemical, power and water plants associated with the contracts. 

"We are evaluating the latest proposals in the letter and will respond to 
the Saudis by the end of the month," said a Shell official. 

Oil executives have played down speculation that the talks have been 
hampered by the deteriorating political relationship between the US and 
Saudi Arabia. But reported comments at a private Pentagon briefing last 
month describing Saudi Arabia as a "kernel of evil" have not helped with 
persuading the kingdom to open up its most prized reserves to western 
investors. 

Oil companies have argued that there will be insufficient gas in the 
fields to which they have so far been offered access to make the 
contracts commercially viable. Saudi Arabia has said it may re-tender 
the contracts unless an agreement is reached soon. 

A BP official denied rumours that splits were developing between the oil 
companies bidding for the contracts. 

"The process of negotiating is continuing and the consortium we are 
involved in is still united in its view of the project," he added. 

ExxonMobil, the world's largest oil company, is heading consortia 
bidding for the South Ghawar and Red Sea gas projects while Shell 
heads a consortium bidding for the Shaybah project. Other companies 
involved with the consortia include TotalFinaElf of France, Marathon 
Oil, Occidental Petroleum and ConocoPhillips. 
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